
5 STEP TRADING PLAN 

3. Build a Plan for 
Your Trade
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1. Create Strategy

3. Prepare for 
a Trade

2. Find Ideas

4. Place a Trade

5. Monitor Post-Trade

5 Steps to Develop a 
Trading Plan
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When is the Right Time to Buy?

Entry strategy: a plan 
for when you’ll get into 
a position and can help 
you more efficiently 
use the money in your 
account.

Indicators can help plan your 
entry:

Upcoming events

Analyst ratings

Technical indicators 
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When is the Right Time to Sell?

Exit strategy: a plan 
for when you’ll get 
out of a position and 
can help to avoid your 
emotions getting in 
the way.

A few ways to plan your exit:

Target profit/loss ratio

1% rule
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ASK YOURSELF

Does this trade align 
with my strategy?

How much risk can I 
afford on this trade?

What’s my time horizon?
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Try it at home
Step back and review your strategy:

• Plan your entry strategy by looking at upcoming events, 
analyst opinions, and more

• Decide on the best approach to plan your exit strategy
• Review the news to stay current 
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Legal Disclosures
The Fidelity Stock Screener is a research tool provided to help self-directed investors evaluate these types of securities. The criteria 
and inputs entered are at the sole discretion of the user, and all screens or strategies with preselected criteria (including expert 
ones) are solely for the convenience of the user. Expert Screeners are provided by independent companies not affiliated with 
Fidelity. Information supplied or obtained from these Screeners is for informational purposes only and should not be considered 
investment advice or guidance, an offer of or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities, or a recommendation or 
endorsement by Fidelity of any security or investment strategy. Fidelity does not endorse or adopt any particular investment 
strategy or approach to screening or evaluating stocks, preferred securities, exchange-traded products, or closed-end funds. 
Fidelity makes no guarantees that information supplied is accurate, complete, or timely, and does not provide any warranties 
regarding results obtained from its use. Determine which securities are right for you based on your investment objectives, risk 
tolerance, financial situation, and other individual factors, and reevaluate them on a periodic basis.

News, commentary, and research reports are from third-party sources unaffiliated with Fidelity. Fidelity does not endorse or adopt 
their content. Fidelity makes no guarantees that the information supplied is accurate, complete, or timely, and does not provide any 
warranties regarding results obtained from its use.

Keep in mind that investing involves risk. The value of your investment will fluctuate over time and you may gain or lose money.

System availability and response times may be subject to market conditions.

Any screenshots, charts, or company trading symbols mentioned, are provided for illustrative purposes only and should not be 
considered an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation for the security.
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